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An all-in-one reference providing convenience, value, and the authority of Oxford dictionaries.The
Pocket Oxford American Dictionary & Thesaurus is the ideal, all-in-one portable reference, with a
dictionary and a thesaurus combined in one handy, integrated volume. A word's meanings,
synonyms, and antonyms are given in the same entry, allowing the user access to all this
information at a glance.The text is fully updated with the latest lexical content, informed by Oxford's
extensive language research program including the Oxford English Corpus, a unique electronic
database of more than two billion words that allows us to offer the fullest, most accurate picture of
the English language today. Hundreds of new words cover computing, ecology, technology, and
many other subjects.The Dictionary & Thesaurus includes helpful extra features such as a center
Reference section, which includes thoroughly updated appendices. Within the text, usage tip boxes
help users write more effective English.A completely redesigned interior lends an open, readable
look that makes this reference accessible and easy to use. All this in a convenient paperback
format, perfect for home, school, or work.
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Don't get me completely wrong--I *love* the Oxford American Dictionary and Thesaurus. Heck, I've
been carrying a paperback, pocket version of it for close to almost fifteen years now. It's got coffee
stains and is looking quite a bit shabby, so I thought it would be time to replace it with--what
else??--a new version! When I saw it on sale, I jumped.I was utterly deflated when I opened the box
and discovered that it is so much larger than the version I have from 1997. Granted, I did not read

the dimensions in the description, so it's partially my fault. Still, "Pocket" is clearly displayed in the
title. You'll never come close to fitting this into a pocket--not that I ever did the other one. But my
version fit so snugly into my backpack that I never even knew it was there, until I needed it. This one
is just too big for that, and I was highly disappointed.I must answer complaints that the text is too
small: no, it's not. The text size is the same or larger than previous version. That's probably why the
book is so much larger.

Yes, in this day and age of the internet, this may be a bit of an anachronism, but if you have any
need for a paper dictionary, this is the one to get.With over 140,000 words, phrases, and definitions,
you will have most of the definitions you need, and then some. I have used this with P.G.
Wodehouse to translate some slightly dated terms with no problem. I have found that dictionaries
with less than 120,000 definitions are often missing some important words.The paperback cover is
good quality and seems very durable. The pages are a good weight. The text, fonts and layout are
all very, very easy to read - clearly, modern typography has been used.The dictionary utilized a very
easy to use pronunciation key for each word. It isn't anywhere near as complex as IPA. I found I can
read the key and get the correct pronunciation without consulting any guide. SHould you need one,
however, it is available.I particularly like the etymology of the words, which is an Oxford feature and
available for most of the words.It is not really "pocket" sized. It is more like book-bag sized. Still, it is
quite portable to cary while still maintaing a useable size for your desk.Highly
recommended.Pros:Clear, modern typography and layout140,000 words, phrases, and definitions perfect middle ground for most usesDurable coverEtymology given for many wordsEasy to use
pronunciation keyCons:Not really pocket

I've always preferred Oxford dictionaries. This one in particular has very high quality bright white
paper instead of cheap, dark ones you would see on most books these days. Although it says
"pocket", your pocket will have a tough time housing it. I'm very pleased and highly recommend this.

I love the Oxford dictionaries, this is my second one. I bought the large desktop version recently and
decided to buy my son something to carry in his bookbag. This dictionary has every word
imaginable and has a thesaurus! It is light weight overall, don't hesitate to get this one.

I wanted to have a take-along dictionary for quick references and also a thesaurus, because I've
begun experimenting with writing poems and songs on-the-go, so viola! A combination

dictionary/thesaurus in pocket form - except none of my pockets are 7.9 x 5.3 x 1.7 inches(!). I never
bothered to look at the product's dimensions. I've decided to keep it because it is a great dict./thes.
combo. Although in retrospect, for my original intents and purposes, I wish I had noticed/gotten the
Oxford Mini Dictionary and Thesaurus (Dictionary/Thesaurus).

I bought this dictionary/thesaurus to keep on my desk where I work on crossword puzzles. It has
been a big help. I am able to easily read it; the writing is not too small. I don't have to deal with a big,
heavy book. I'm very happy with it.

got this for my grandson, and was so impressed, I ordered one for myself. LOVE the way it is
designed. You won't be disappointed in this purchase.Great for school kids, home libraries, and
gifts.

I have been looking everywhere for a dictionary like this since my college dictionary fell apart. This
one is even better. It has over 300,000 entries and a subscription to the big kahuna Oxford online
dictionary. If you want compact and portable with a punch, this is it.
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